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A brief history of short wavelength coherent radiation sources
Greg. Tallents
York Plasma Institute, Department of Physics, University of York, York YO10 5DD, U.K.
ABSTRACT
Almost contemporaneously with the building of the first optical laser at wavelength 694 nm in 1960, theoretical
speculation and experiments were underway to produce lasing at shorter wavelengths in the x-ray range. This
paper presents a brief review of plasma-based x-ray lasers. Plasma-based x-ray laser research has increased
understanding of the atomic physics of plasmas and developed a suite of short wavelength lasers suitable for
applications. The history of the development of soft x-ray lasers created by the irradiation of solid targets with
pumping optical pulses is examined after setting the work in context with a summary of work covering a broad
range of short wavelength coherent sources. The results of methods developed to characterise plasmas-based soft
x-ray lasers are discussed.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The building of the first optical laser1 at wavelength 694 nm in 1960 almost immediately generated theoretical
speculation and experiments aimed at producing lasing at shorter wavelengths in the x-ray range. This paper
aims to review the work on recombination and collisionally pumped soft-X-ray lasers where a laser-produced
plasma formed from a solid target is used as the lasing medium. Research developments over 40 years have
moved such plasma-based soft-X-ray lasers from large laboratories with inertial fusion scale pumping lasers, to
table-top laser systems capable of rapid pulse rates and the production of small-laboratory/commercial scale
high average power soft X-ray laser output.
Soft x-ray lasers using a solid-target laser-produced plasma as the lasing medium are created by focusing an
optical laser to a line of dimensions typically 2- 50 mm in length and < 100µm width on the target so that lasing
occurs along the line in the plasma expanding normally to the target surface. An introduction to a broader range
of short wavelength coherent sources is first presented, the development of soft x-ray lasers using solid target
laser-produced plasmas as the lasing medium is then summarised and finally the results of methods developed
to characterise plasma-based soft x-ray lasers are discussed.
2. A SUMMARY OF SHORT WAVELENGTH COHERENT LIGHT GENERATION
In this Section, a range of methods developed to produce coherent light at wavelengths shorter than the ultraviolet
are briefly discussed. At wavelengths longer than the hard x-ray (say wavelengths > 0.1 nm) and shorter than the
ultraviolet (say wavelengths < 50 nm), the spectral range is known as the extreme ultra-violet (with acronyms
of XUV or EUV) or soft x-ray. Books dealing with this intermediate spectral range were published in 1990 and
2006 and are useful references to the development of short wavelength coherent sources.2,3 A comprehensive
textbook on the technologies and applications of the extreme ultraviolet is available.4
Focusing optical lasers into non-linear media produces useful coherent harmonic output at short wavelengths,
but efficiencies are typically small (≈ 10−6) and the harmonic process typically requires < 100 fs laser pulses so
the time-averaged short wavelength output power is limited.5,6 Coherent soft x-ray output can be produced by
wakefield acceleration, where a laser pulse propagates through a near critical-density plasma formed in a gas jet.
Electrons are accelerated to relativistic velocities in a bubble formed behind the propagating pulse and oscillate
producing harmonic ‘betatron’ output in the soft x-ray in a narrow beam of divergence ∝ 1/γ, where γ is the
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Lorentz factor for the electrons. The source size for betatron radiation is ≈ micron size and the driving laser
pulses are of femtosecond duration, so the source is bright, but with a small/modest energy per pulse.7,8
Due to the high energy density required to pump a transition with high photon energy, studies aimed at
achieving high energy per pulse output at short wavelengths have involved the production of high temperature
plasma. A high energy per pulse enables high average power output when the source is driven at a high rep
rate. Successful mechanisms to produce short wavelength lasing at first centered on a recombination approach,
where a hot plasma formed in a picosecond duration optical laser-plasma is rapidly cooled leading to preferential
population of higher level quantum states and population inversion.9,10,11,12,13 Pumping geometries employed
for recombination laser research were varied with, for example, pumping optical pulses incident into plasma or
gas producing the initial free electrons by optical field ionization12 or optical lasers focussed to a line on a solid
target.13
In the 1980s, a new approach involving collisional excitation of closed-shell ionic configurations (neon-like
and nickel-like ions) achieved high output saturated lasing where stimulated emission significantly depletes the
upper quantum state.14,15,16 In the 1990s to 2000s, much experimental effort extended the range of plasmas
where these collisionally-pumped lasers operated.17,18,19 A pre-pulse and grazing-incidence input of the main
pumping pulse was found to increase the absorption and to deposit the pumping laser energy at the optimum
density. This allowed lasing at short wavelengths with pumping from high rep rate optical lasers of duration
several picoseconds with energy less than one Joule per pulse: conditions enabling table-top short wavelength
laser action.20,21,22
Capillary lasers were also developed where a sequence of electrical discharges through argon contained in
a narrow ceramic capillary produces the necessary plasma energy density and electron collisional pumping to
produce lasing at 46.9 nm in neon-like argon.23,24 Optical field ionization using circularly polarized laser light
incident into a gas or pre-formed plasma has also produced electron collisionally pumped lasing at similar
wavelengths, for example, 32.8 nm in nickel-like krypton.25,26
X-ray free electron lasers first demonstrated27 in 2010 exploit the high energy density of electrons accelerated
to relativistic energies in the type of large-scale devices previously used for particle physics experiments. A
ponderomotive force (due to the high laser radiation energy density) causes electrons to microbunch so that an
undulator (a periodic spatially oscillating magnetic field) accelerates electrons to produce coherent high power
x-ray output proportional to the square of the number of magnetic oscillations and the square of the number of
electrons in the microbunch. X-ray output with photon energies ≈ 10 keV in pulses of 1 − 100 fs duration are
now routinely used for applications at a number of x-ray free electron laser facilities.
3. PLASMA-BASED LASERS
Rapid recombination in a cooling plasma can produce population inversions. Electrons preferentially recombine
into high-lying quantum state which are closest to their initial energy in the continuum of free electrons. Studies
of excited state populations in ions28 show that there is a ‘bottle-neck’ excited quantum state where for higher
energy states the de-populating processes are collisional, while lower-lying quantum states have populations
where the de-populating process is radiative decay to lower states. If collisions dominate the de-population of
a quantum state, the populations will have Boltzmann population ratios and so a population inversion cannot
occur between states with energies above the bottle-neck quantum state. The ideal density for a plasma laser
is where the bottle-neck state of the lasing ion lies below the upper lasing quantum state and above the lower
lasing quantum state. There is thus an optimum density for short wavelength lasing in plasma ionic material at
electron densities where the bottle-neck state satisfies this criteria.
Evidence for gain from plasma material with recombination as the pumping mechanism has been observed,11,29
but saturated output has not been obtained with recombination as the sole laser pumping process. Saturated
lasing occurs when stimulated emission depletes the upper quantum state population and reduces the gain
coefficient. Interestingly, there is modeling evidence15 that the gains in the first observations of nominally
collisionally-pumped x-ray lasers between 3p -3s states in neon-like selenium were augmented by recombination.
These first collisionally pumped x-ray lasers14,15 required thin targets irradiated at intensities ≈ 1014 Wcm−2 by
the Novette laser so that the plasmas cooled rapidly after irradiation. Contrary to expectations, the J = 2 → 1
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 5.86nm - Experimental
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Figure 1. The output at 5.86 nm (solid line and triangles) and 6.37 nm (broken line and circles) of a plasma-based
soft X-ray laser as a function of plasma length. The intensity scale is in Wcm−2 at the plasma deduced using a model 
(continuous curves) fitted to the data points. The model small signal gain coefficients deduced from the exponential
increase in intensity at shorter lengths are 9 cm−1 (5.86 nm) and 7.5 cm−1 (6.37 nm) with intensity saturation occuring 
at plasma length ≈ 2 cm.
transitions at 20.6 nm and 20.9 nm were found to lase rather than the J = 0 → 1 transition at 18.3 nm. This is
consistent with significant recombination as recombination cascades from higher states (for example, 3d with J = 
3) will preferentially populate the upper J = 2 states and not the J = 0 state (for example, J = 3 → 0 radiative
decays are forbidden).
Initial successes with collisionally pumped x-ray lasers14,15 required the large Novette laser, but led to devel-
opments where much smaller laser systems successfully produced plasma-based soft x-ray lasing. It was found
that using a pre-pulse to first irradiate the solid targets increased soft x-ray laser output.30 As with the recom-
bination lasers, gain with collisionally-pumped lasers cannot be produced if the bottleneck state is below the
lower lasing level. The optimum density for gain is therefore over a small range of electron densities close to the
condition where the bottleneck state lies above the lower lasing level. Using a pre-pulse means that the density
gradients from the expanding plasma are smaller when the main pumping pulse is incident and so a larger volume
of plasma is in the optimum density range for gain. The x-ray laser output is also less refracted by the smaller
density gradient and more likely to remain close to the densities of optimum gain. With a pre-pulse, thick slab
targets were found to be suitable and the use of thin targets14 was no longer necessary.
Moving to low density gradient plasmas created using a pre-pulse ensured that the rate of recombination is
reduced. With reduced recombination, the J = 0 → 1 transitions in neon-like ions became the predominant
lasing output.31 In addition, atomic physics calculations showed that lasing in nickel-line ions (rather than neon-
like) has higher gain. Using pre-pulses, x-ray laser gain on 4d- 4p J = 0 → 1 transitions in several nickel-like
ions were observed.18
Improving the efficiency of pumping with pre-pulses enabled the shortest wavelength plasma-based saturated
laser to be achieved in nickel-like dysprosium at 5.86 nm using the Vulcan laser.19 A peculiarity of the atomic
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Figure 2. A schematic of pumping rays (black) incident into an expanding plasma produced from a solid target and the
ray path taken by a soft x-ray beam. Light penetrates to a turning point with refractive index η = sin θ0, where θ0 is
the angle of incidence. It is possible to have the same turning point for the soft x-ray beam and the optical beam which
enables optimization of the soft x-ray laser gain. (Figure adapted from Tallents28).
physics of nickel-like ions causes Ni-like Dy to have approximately equal values of gain coefficient for two 4d-
4p J = 0 → 1 transitions associated with different lower laser level quantum states (an energy state (3d5/2,
4p3/2)J = 1 and an energy state (3d3/2, 4p1/2)J = 1). The upper laser state is (3d3/2, 4d3/2)J = 0 for both
transitions. As the upper laser level is the same for both lasing transitions, saturation of the slightly higher
gain line at 5.86 nm causes the gain coefficient for the other lasing line at 6.37 nm to also reduce (see Figure
1). Lower atomic number Ni-like ions have gain predominantly on the lower wavelength transition (lower lasing
level (3d5/2, 4p3/2)J = 1) so that in saturation, the laser output is essentially monochromatic.
A further and significant improvement to the efficiency of plasma-based soft x-ray lasers was introduced by
irradiating pre-pulse plasmas with the main pumping pulse at a grazing angle of incidence. Firstly, grazing-
incidence irradiation ensures that the laser heats the optimum density of plasma for gain. Incoming pump laser
pulses penetrate to a turning point as illustrated in Figure 2. Higher density plasma closer to the critical density
is not needlessly heated. The enhanced soft-x-ray laser output can amplify with minimal refraction effect in
densities close to the optimum density. There is also another advantage with grazing-incidence pumping. With
typical gain duration of ∆t of ≈ 1 − 10 picoseconds, amplification of a soft x-ray laser pulse only occurs over
lengths c∆t ≈ 0.3− 3 mm and lengths of 10− 20 mm are needed for saturation. Traveling wave pumping where
the pumping optical laser pulse moves along the target at close to the speed of light c was found to increase the
efficiency of laser output.32 Grazing-incidence irradiation introduces an intrinsic traveling wave pumping along
the target length. The development of grazing-incidence pumping has enabled soft-x-ray lasing down to Ni-like
Dy at 5.86 nm to be observed with pumping from optical laser pulses of energy ≈ 1− 10 Joule.21,22
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4. PROPERTIES OF PLASMA-BASED LASERS
Soft x-ray lasers pumped by optical pulses with a laser-produced plasmas as the amplifying medium have typical
pulse durations ∆t of ≈ 1 − 10 picoseconds largely independent of the duration of the pumping laser pulse
duration. Optical lasers of several picosecond duration are consequently optimum for pumping. Due to the
short duration of the gain, it is not possible to create a laser cavity as amplification only occurs over lengths
c∆t ≈ 0.3− 3 mm. For significant gain-length product, plasma lengths needed for saturation are typically in the
range 10 − 20 mm (see for example Figure 1) and cavity mirrors cannot be readily set apart by the necessary
0.3−3 mm as such proximity to the plasma would result in mirror damage on each shot. In addition, though well
designed multilayer mirrors can reflect up to 70% at normal incidence in the soft x-ray regime, the construction
of output mirrors with partial transmission to form a laser cavity is difficult. The closest approach to forming
a cavity for soft x-ray lasing has involved a single mirror enabling a double pass through the plasma amplifying
medium.33 Plasma-based soft x-ray lasers usually operate as amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) lasers where
some spontaneous emission propagating along the gain medium is amplified by stimulated emission. A simple
theoretical explanation of this ASE operation has been developed.34,35
A several picosecond duration of gain ensures that the soft x-ray laser pulse durations are of picosecond
duration as there is some laser output pulse shortening compared to the gain duration as the laser intensity am-
plification exponentiates the gain coefficient profile.36 Measurements have shown that the longitudinal coherence
length of soft x-ray lasers approaches the pulse duration and so has picosecond temporal coherence.37,38 As the
longitudinal coherence length is of picosecond duration, the transform limit of the spectral bandwidth ∆ν of soft
x-ray laser output is very narrow. We can estimate assuming the transform limit that ∆ν/ν ≈ 10−4 − 10−5.
Calculations and measurements of line broadening of the lasing lines are in agreement with such spectral band-
widths.39 A spectral bandwidth ∆ν/ν ≈ 10−4 − 10−5 gives an extremely narrow spectral range that could be
used for applications requiring an extremely well-defined and spectrally narrow laser wavelength, but to the
author’s knowledge such applications have not been explored.
The transverse coherence of plasma-based soft x-ray lasers has been measured using, for example, Young’s
slit arrangements.40,41 The soft x-ray laser beams are often dominated by speckle associated with individual
spontaneous emission events that are amplified.42 Effective methods to improve the transverse coherence have
involved the seeding of the amplification from harmonic radiation generated in a gas jet,38,43 using two plasma
amplifiers in an ‘ASE oscillator’/amplifier arrangement44,45 and employing a mirror to double pass a plasma
amplifier.33
5. CONCLUSIONS
The development of plasma-based soft X-ray lasers over approximately 40 years has been summarised with an
emphasis on the techniques which have enabled table-top soft X-ray laser pumping with ≈ Joule energy pulses.
Lasing down to wavelength 5.86 nm has been observed with table-top laser systems, enabling high average power
operation. The use of laser pre-pulses and grazing-incidence pumping has ensured that optimization of gain
coefficients and gain amplification with minimal refraction loss can occur. Pre-pulses reduce plasma gradients
which increase the volume of the gain region and reduce refraction of the x-ray laser beam out of the gain region.
Grazing-incidence pumping enables the pump laser pulse to heat the optimum gain region without wasting energy
heating plasma closer to the critical density where gain cannot occur. Some of the key properties of plasma-based
soft x-ray lasers have been summarised.
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